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PETITE FRITURE
French designer Constance
Francis is an unusual wa
The mirror embraces a
comes from a series of
experiments: Pigment
when in connect with 
concentric paint like drawing
in an illusion of convexity
the user a view of bright
Website: www.petitef

VIBRANT BURSTS
Functional fabrications get bright and unconventional 

looks – our pick of the ones that caught our eye... 

MAISON & OBJET, 2012

JONATHAN ADLER
The chic aesthetic of A
products have an impeccab
craftsmanship and happy
about them. The brand
that “colours can’t clas
irreverent luxury, in rustic
ernism...”. Seen here is
Carnaby collection Zebra
Website:
www.jonathanadler.com

ZUZUNAGA
Founded by artist and designer,
Cristian Zuzunaga in 2007, the
Barcelona and London studios are
more than a brand. Their carpets are
inspired by architecture and the
urban environment, each exploring 
a theme or an idea. Made from 100
per cent Merino wool, the prints in
the Bitmap collection are derived
using the process of compression.
Zoom out several times and you’ll

nd a capture of a city’s landscape…
Website:  www.zuzunaga.com

NORMAN COPANHAGEN
Onkel (Danish for uncle) by Simon Legald is a sofa that combines a
simple, modern form with soft old school curves, the material adding
a sensuous edge to this characteristically Nordic version. While the
iconic vase, Swing by Britt Bonnesen  its uence in fashion.
Britt wanted to produce a jar that developed its own shape and did
so, by  inspiration when spending time watching her father at
work in a glass blowing workshop. 
Website: www.normann-copenhagen.com
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RU EDITION
The recently founded company, a
collaboration of industrialist Fabrice
Millet, cabinet maker Damien
Hamon and designer Oliver Papet,
follows the same principle: “Design
should be at the service of ecology”.
Their furniture is made from aban-
doned, recycled timber windows
transformed into new. Seen here 
is their dresser, Le Semainier. 
Website: www.ruedition.com
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ATELEIR POLYHEDRE
French ceramics duo Baptiste
Ymonet and Vincent
Jousseaume, partners at Atelier
Polyhedre, create tableware
and accessories both as limited
editions and one-o s. We loved
the sharp and edgy design of
their Zag carafe.
Website: www.polyhedre.com

KOKET
Highly in uenced by the
European crafts, fashion, ora
and fauna, the Mademoiselle
Armoire, in polished brass over
a silk lining, is designed with a
profound admiration and 
in uence of the French decora-
tive arts. This piece has been
manufactured in Portugal by 
a team of master artisans, 
jewellers and product design-
ers, led by Creative Director
Janet Morais’ creative eye. 
Website: www.bykoket.com

Website:
www.craftscollection.dk;
www.lisbetfriis.dk


